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Cheap, affordable and can make you money! Now basically throughout this lens Im going to be detailing

specific parts about this awesome piece of software. A basic overview of Tubenoia: It allows you to LIKE

YOUR OWN COMMENTS to the top of any youtube video, it allows you to MASS UPLOAD, MASS

DOWNLOAD, like your own videos, comment on your own videos, etc, etc, etc... Just keep reading! You

can visit Tubenoias official website Here at Tubenoia.com Lets Begin With Mass Upload! Best way to

drive traffic to your website! Tubenoia Mass UploaderTubenoia boasts an epic tool in its wide range

youtube marketing toolbox. This tool is known as the Mass Uploader, now if you have a video or two

relating to your website, instead of building up the views, blah blah on one account, you can easily input

50 accounts and upload your video to each of those accounts. Tubenoia even provides extra functionality

to its already epic mass uploader tool. Tubenoia allows for you to uniquify each video, this basically

means youtube cant detect one video as spam then take all videos which are essentially the same video

down. This is a great way to keep your mass uploaded videos online for longer! Tubenoia also provides

spinnable options, this allows you to spin your video titles, descriptions, etc. Simpily by inputting your title

in this format: {Title 1|Title 2|Title 3} Allows for Tubenoia to cycle between each title on each upload,

making your videos even more unique. Tubenoia Video Tools Youll need these tools! Tubenoia Video

ToolsAaaaaah, the video tools! Where would I be without them... Now these tools allow you too a few

things, lets begin with rating your own videos, you input your user accounts, select rate then decide

whether it will be thumbs up or thumbs down, I dont recommend selecting thumbs down for your own

videos. There you go, now Tubenoia will cycle through every account and every video url you provided

and thumb them up or down(depending on your selection), on all accounts, for example if I input 100

accounts and 3 videos and select thumbs up, it will give each video 100 thumbs up! Not only can

Tubenoia do that, it can also allow you to mass comment on all of your videos, giving realism to each of

your videos! Select the accounts, input the video url and select the comments, done! So simple and yet

so effective. Tubnoia also allows you to favourite, subscribe and add as a friend! Honestly I love this tool!

Tubenoia Comment Rater Woaaaah!! Great for advertising! Tubenoia Comment RaterHonestly theres not
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much you could write about this tool. This tool is a great way to advertise whatever on videos which allow

comment rating, it allows you to input your accounts, select a comment and then rate the comment to the

top of the video, this gives it maximum exposure to the viewers of the video and that means you get a hell

of alot of views. It really is that simple!
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